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INTRODUCTION
4

i

The responses on the questionnaires
that you and the rest of the Needs Assess-
ment Task Force collected are important to
your school's career guidance program. But,
unfortunately, that inforMation is not very
usable in its present form. Tabulating the re-
sponses and displaying them in a meaningful
way is now the job of the Needs Assessmeht
Task Force. Once this is completed you kill

-04 have accomplished needs assessment for your
school and will have made it possible for the
Steering Committee to set goals for the pro-
gram that are based on the sound information
on the tables. ,

Listed below are the,general tasks to be
completed during tabulation.

1. Transfer questionnaire responses
to code sheets.

2. Add each colunin on each code
sheet and record the sums.

3. Transfer the sums on each code
sheet to the summary sheets.

. .
4. Total the summary sheets.

5. Compute percentages and Aims
of rankings and transfer them to
nine tables:

6. Record all fill-in statements and
comments and complete Table 47.

Procedural Sections A-0 of this guide provide
detailed instructions for accomplishing each
of these tasks.

Tabulation should be begun within one
week after the administration of Student Ques-
tionnaires even though all of the Parent and
Graduate Questionnairesmtlay not yet have been
returned to the school. All members of the task
force will begin tabulating Student and Faculty/
Staff Questionnaires until enough Parent and
Graduate Questionnaires have been returned to

1
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make it worthwhile to begin tabulating them.
The chart on the next page shows how the
tasks of surveying and tabulation can be inte-
grated during the same time period. The CPSS
coordinator will set the pace for tabulation and ,

you, in turn, will set the Pace for the students
you supervise.

The Steering Committee and/br CPSS
coordinator has p obably already decided who
will do the work f tabulation: the individuals
who surveyed udents, parents, graduates,
faculty/staff, Ind parents as the Needs Assess-
ment Task Force; new members of the tasklk,
force; a math or other appropriate class; or
individuals with common blocks of time in
which to work. Because the recommended
way to accomplish tabulation is to have the
Needs Assessment Task Forde do it, the tabu-
lation procedures in this procedural guide are
written for that task force. However, they can
be easily adapted to fit whatever group does
the work.

)s .
Organizing the Workers

It is important -to note (especially if you
served on the Needs Assessment Task Force
during surveying) that the group doing tabula-
tion is organized quite differently from the
way it was organized during surveying. During
surveying, faculty/staff members and students
formed teams, each of which dealt with only
one kind of questionnaire. During tabulation,
however, individuals doingthe wbrk may be- ,

come involved with tabulating as many of
the four questionnairesas necessary. The
only restraint on this tethnique-is that care
Should be taken to make surethat persons
who administered Graduate Questionnaires do
not tabulate Graduate Questionnaires. This is
important because, otherwise, confidentiality

, of graduatb responses conceivably could be
compromised since Graduate Questionnaires
carry identifying numbers used in the second,
mail-cfut.

If the Steering Committee and/or the
CPSS coordinator have decided to use a `

r

.
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Coordinator prepares
materiats and,
orients task force

Teams prepare

materials

All teams administer
questionnaires

Last weak to accept
Student Questionradllm.

Parent Questionnaire
follow up made

Faculty /Staff follow
up mad,'

Graduate follow up
made

LWt week to accept
Parent 8 Faculty/
Staff Questionnaires

Last week to accept

Graduats,,Cluestionnairts

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Surveying
Week

Tabulation
Week

3

Coordinator prepares
materials

Coordinator orients
tabulation suPerwifon

Tabulation of Student
Questionnaire begin, the( day after administration

Task force cannot move
) beyond Proc Sec A

4

5

6

Tabulation of Faculty /Staff
Parent 8 Graduate
Questionnaires bairns

'Task force cannbt move
beyond Proc. Sac D

.
Task forte can mow* from

Proc Sec A to other
sections for tabulation
of Student Questionnaires

Task force can move
beyond Proc Sec D
for tabulation of
Parent 8 Faculty/Statf
Quest tonna( 'el

Tabulation continues

Task force can move

...beyond Ptoc Sec D
for tabulation of
Graduate Questionnaires

I

4

Chart showing.an efficient integration of,surveying and tabulation during the same time period.
(Dashed lines indicate points at whicti completed questionnaires can be passed to those doing
tabulation.)
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computer to do some of the tasks of tabu-
lation, the coordinator will advise you
which tasks will still have to be done man-
ually by the task force. If your school is
not using computer, the first manual task

to be done is the transferring of quesOon-
naire responses to code sheets. For
task, student members of the task force
should divide into pairs and each faculty/
staff member,- called tabulation supervisors,
should supervise two pairs of students. (If
you did not survey the ninth grade, one of
the faculty/staff members will supervise ../

only one pair of studeRts.) After this task
is completed, it is no longer necessary for
the students to-work in pairs and you prob-
ably will want to make some other arrange-
ment. In fact, as tabulatiorPprogresses,
fewer and fewer work sheets are required
and therefore, you may find it desirable
and/or necessary to involve fewer people
in the tasks.

Things to Remember

Throughout tabulation there are four
rules to keep in mind. They are: (1) make
sure the students you supervise clearly un-
derstand each task they are performing,
(2) make sure you and they follow the sug-
gested procedures, (3) make certain that
confidentiality is maintained, and (4) make
sure the work is done accurately.

Accuracy is particularly irritant in
tabulation because the results of tabulation
will be the basis upon which the Steering v
Committee will set goals for your school's
new -career guidance program. Even a small
error in tabulation could considerably alter
the direction of the program.

9
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It is in your sc1961's best interest for you
and the rest of the tAk force to keep in the

.striciest confidence the information provided
on the questionnaires by students, graduates,
faculty/staff, and parents. Otherwise, those
individuals will not be likely to cooperate in
tlie school's information-gathering efforts later.
Although the information collected during
surveying is not likely to be of a personal or
sensitive nature, the respondents were pro-
mised confidentiality and there are courteous
ways in whiff to treat such inforrption. Here,
are a few suggestions that you should share
with the students you supervise.

1. Do not discuss with anyone how a
question wa answered by a single
individual, regardless Of whether
you think you\know the identity
of the individu0. .

2. Do not try to guess who com-
pleted which questionnaire.

3. Do not leave your tabulation
work lying around, especially
if people not on the task force
may see it.

Following the suggested prOtedures is
also important in CPSS because the proce-
dures are part of a system. Each set of steps
lays the basis for other steps that will follow,
And this is certainly true for tabulation. By
following the procedures closely you an be
sure that the information clan be tabulated

° correcy and that important details will not
be over ooked.

The procedures for tabulation begin on
the next page.

E.



PROCEDURAL SECTION A

Transferring,Responses from Student Questionnaires
to Student Code Sheets (Items 1-22)

NOTE: This section outlines the procedural steps for. transferring responses to Student
Questionnaire items 1 -22 to Student Code Sheets for easier computation. As
you read through or work through these procedures, refer often to the Example
Student Code Sheets, which are completed for hypothetical grades nine-twelve.

46

Step 1 Students should divide into pairs, deciding among themselves which of the pair will be
the "caller" and which will be the "recorder."

A. The caller will call out loud the respondent's answers on each questionnaire.

B. The recorder will use a pencil to write those answer's-on code sheets.

NOTE: Responses from Student Questionnaires from all grade levels may be transferred
simultaneously aslong as a student pair is not transferring responses from more
than one grade level at any one time. This is to assure that responses from more
than one grade level are not transferred tolhe wine, code sheet.

Step 2

4
Each pair of students should receive a stack of filled4n Student Questionnaires from one
grade level, some blank Student Code Sheets, and four Example Student Code Sheati"
completed for hypothetical grades nine-twelve.

A. The responses from the first questionnaire will be recorded on row 1 of the code
sheet, those from the second questionnaire on row 2, etc.

i
B. Each code shdet can handle responses frdni twenty-five qiestionnaires. (On tlie'

Example Student Code Sheets, responses from five respondents are recorded fior
each grade level.)

NOTE: Rows go across the page; columns run from top to bottom. IteMs are
questions on the quesfionnake.

Step 3 At the top of the first code sheet, fill in the space for the grpde level of the questionnaires /
lyou Iwo/

'
g
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Step 4 Transfer the response to item 1 on the first questionnaire in,your stack to row 1 of the
code sheet.

A. The caller, calls out the iteni number and which box the respondent checked.

1. For item 1, the caller would call out either "I, yes' or "1, no" or "1, blank."

2. See the note below for help in deciding'how the respondent answered.

B. The recorder writes the answer for item 1 in row 1 under column 1 of the code sheet.

1. If the callet said "1, yes," the recorder wiitesva 1; ifthe caller said "1, no," then
the recorder writes a 0; if the ca\ller said "1, blank," the recorder does not'write
anything on the code sheet.

2. On the'Example Student Code Sheet for grade nine, the recorder has written a
1 in row 1 under column 1 because the first hypothetical questionnaire showed
a "yes" response to item 1.

NODE: If the respondent has left'sthe item blank, the caller should say "blank."
Yes No

1. Have you learned how to explore your interests, abilities,
and values?

(Caller then says, "1, blank.")

For all items but item 22 on the Student Questionnaire, if the respondent checks more
than one boi, the caller should also say "blank."

o Yee No
R3 1 J 1. Have you learned how to. explore your interests, abilities,

and values?

(Caller then says, "1, blank.")
I ., lO

If the respondent writes something next to the box and it is difficult to determine
what his/her answer is, the caller should also say ,"blank."

//..,. --4, Yes No
,,k1A/"'"1- .Li] 1. Stave you,learnd how to explore your interests, abilities,

and values?

(Here the caller says, "1, blankl")

.4. However, if the writing next to the box provides a clear answer, the caller shoultgo
ahead and call out that ansmker even though no boxes arechecked.

%to, .
J.i.'-'-3.# Yes No

:a6*;;,jewv4Xd
CI 1. Have you learned how to explorour interests,abilities,

V' , and values? . .

..)',(Here the caller ts, "1, no.")

4,-r In summary,mhen the answer is clear, call ifout, When it is not clear, when the item

\ is simply not filled in, or when two answers are checked (for all but item 22) call out
"blnk."

5
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Step 5

II .
Working with that same questionnaire, transfer the responses to items 2-21 the same way ,

you did item 1. , ,.

,ii
.,

.

A. -Remember.thatthe apsweefor each item is recorded in:row 1 under the column
whose nulinber is the same,s Jthat.item's. ,

B. ,Qn the Example Student Code Sheets, the answers for items 1 -21 are filed in for
five respondents (five rows). - ) ,,

C
Step 6 For item 22 on that same questionnaire;

i
the caller c out the number6f the item and

the letter of the lions checked by-the resp The Meybe more than one box
checked.

A. Forinstance, if the respondent checked the box labeled b, the caller would call out
"22b." If he/she checked boxes b and d, the caller would call out "22, b and d."
One exception to this procedure: if the respondent checked box e, the caller calls
out only "22e" regardless of how many other boxes the respondent,alsO checked.

.For instance, if the resbondent checked boxes d, and e, the caller would say only
"22e."

B. If the respondent left all boxes blank, the-daller would say "22, blank."

Step 7 For item 22, the recorder writes a 1 in row 1 of each coluina marked with the letter of
the response.

A. If the caller said "22, b and f," the recorder'writes a 1 in cdiumn b and a 1 in column
f in row 1 on the code sheet. The other,columns are lellTblarik.

B. If the caller said "22, blank," the recorder draws a line on the code sheet from column
art' hrough column f.

C. The recorder never writes 0 on the code sheet for item 22:
-

D. On the Example Student Code Sheet for grade nine, the recorder wrote a 1 in row 1 ,

under column c and a 1 in row 1 under column d because those are the boxes checkedJon the first hypothetical questionnaire.

Step Ai Ignore items 23 and 24 of the questionnaire because they will be tabulated later. Write
an "" in the upper left corner of the questionnaire to show that you have completed it
and lay it aside.

NOTE: You have now completed transferringqesponses from one Student Questionnaire.

Step 9 The caller should go on to the next questionnaire in the stack and he/she and the recorder
should repeat Steps 4-8 with this questionnaire and, one at a time, the others in the stack
until all are finished. Reinemlier that answers from one questionnaire go on one row of
the code sheet. When you fill up one code sheet, begin another, making sure that you w

write the grade level at the top of the Qpde sheet. Do not transfer responses from more
than one grade level onto one code sheet.

6 12
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.

Step lO After finishing all questionngres, count them. Make sure that the number of.row§(not
1 columns) you have completed on all your code sheets equqls.the number of questionnaires

you've handled. If the number is,not identical, you have made a mistake and will have to
check your work. Correct any mistakes before going on

Giye all materials to your' tabulatiO4 supervaar.

Step 12 Each:tabulation supervisor should spot-check the work of tho
'ask them to correct any errors fOund.

a

..J

Stepll

he/she is supervising and

- ,, ,
/ .. -

Step 13. One supervisor should separate by glade level all the Stud
dentpaira. In the upper right corner of each, are print

I NuMbei the code sheets far grade nine, writing each pa

Code Sheets used by.allstu-
jie-woyds: Page 'of

e nttznberin thg sgaceafter the
word "Page." Then write the number of the last page-you numbered in the space after
the wOrd.."of" on each sheet. 'Repeat thi process for each grade level of Student Code
Sheets.

Step 14 At the direction of the CP''S coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help transfer;
respodes from the Faculty/Staff, Parent, and Graduate Questionnaires (Procedural
Sections B, C, and D) or continue tabulating Student Questionnaires by following the '
procedures outlined in Procedural Section E. .

0
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PROCEDURAL SECTION B-1

Transferring Responses.from Graduate Questionnaires
to Graduate Code Sheet 1 (Items 1-21 and 23) .

fi

NOTE: This section outlines the procedural steps for transferring responses to Graduate
Questionnaire items 1-21 and 23 to Graduate Code Sheet 1 for easier computation.

- This set of procedures is very similar to procedures for transferring Student Ques-
tionnaires to Student Code Sheets (Procedural Section A). As you read through
these procedures, refer often to Example Graduate Code Sheet 1, which is completed
for a hypothetical group of-Graduate Questionnaires.

Step 1 Students should divide into pairs, deciding among themselves which of the pair will be the
"caller" and which will be the "recorder.'

- A. The "caller" will call out loud the respondent's answers on each questionnaire.

B. The "recorder" will use a pencil to write those answers on Graduate Code Sheets 1.

Step 2 Each pair receives a stack of Graduate Questionnaires, some Graduate Ji lie Sheets 1, and
an Example Graduate Code Sheet 1. -
A. The responses from the first questionnaire will go on row 1 of the code sheet, those

from the second questionnaire on row 2, etc. . -

B. Itch Graduate Code Sheet 1 can handle responses from twenty-five Graduate Ques-'
tion 'es.;\On Example Graduate Colle Sheet 1, responses from four hypothetichl

uates are recorded.
.de

NOTE: Rows go across the page; col u ns run from top to bottom. ItiniS are questions
on the questionnaire.

4 41,
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Step 3 Transfer the response to item 1 On the first questionnaire in your stack to row 1 of the
car sheet.

I.

rti

,
A. The-caller calls out the item number and which box the respondent checked.

1. Foi item 1, the caller would call out either "1, yes" or "1, no" or "1, blank."

2. ee the note elow for help deciding how the respondent answered.

B. The recorder writes the answer for iteth 1 in row 1 under column 1 of the first code
.. sheet.

1. If the caller said "1, yes," the recorder writes a 1; if the caller said "1, no" the
recorder would write a 0; if the caller says "1, blank," the recorder does nat
write anything on the code sheet.

2. On Example Graduate Code Sheet 1, the recordex has written a 1 in row 1 under
column lbecause the first hypothetical questionnaire showed a "yes" response
to itern-14:..

.NOTE: If the respondent has left the item blank, the caller should say "blank."
_ ' Yes No \,

abilities,El Ell '') 1. How to explore your interests, abilities, and values..
,i,, ) 410(Caller then says=1, blank.") V ......,

SP.
Vor all item's but item 21 or4he graduate Questionnaire, if the respondent checks
more than one box, the caller sho)ld also say "blank." .

Yes No _
: MA'

2.] rEl 1.: How to explore youiinterestsilities, and values.

(Caller then says "1, blank.")

If the respondent writes something next to the box and it is difficult to determine
what, his/her answer is, the caller should alsb say "blank."

Yes No
...X.-4,1-4"'" CI' How to explore your interests, abilities, values.

(Here the caller says-"1, blank.")

However,,if the writing next to the box provides a clegr answer, go ahead and call. out
the answer even though no boxes are checked.

cp az,a-a..4.Yes No
1. How to explore your interests, abilircesTend vaides.

L,(Here theialler says "1, no.") , .

In surftmaryfiwhen theanswer, is clear, call it out. When it is not clear, when the item
is simply not filled in, or when two answers are checked (Tor all but item 21), call out
"blank."

9
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Step 4 Working with that same
way you did item 1.

A. Remember. that the answer for each item is recorded in row 1 under the column
wh&se number is the'same as that item's.

B. On Exainple GraduateCode Sheet 1, the answers for items 1 0 are filled in for
four respondents 6thiir rows).

Step 5 FOr item 21 di that same questionnaire, the caller calls out the number of the item
the letter of the,-boxes checked by the respondent. There may be more than one ox
checked.

C

A

of transfer the responses to items 2-20 in the same4

A. : For instance, if the respondent checked the box labeled b, the caller would cal t
"21b." If he/she checked boxes b and d, the caller would call out "21b and
One exception to this procedure:' -If the respondent checked box e, the caller cats
out only "21e."Nritardless of how many other boxes the respondent also checked.
For example, if die respondent checked boXes d, f, and e, the caller would say only
"21e." ,

B. If the respondent left,all boxes blank, the caller would say "21 blank."

Step 6 For item 24, the recorder w rites a 1 in the first rostoleach column marked with t
letter oflhe response.

. . i

A. If thb caller said "21,b and f," the recorder writes a 1 in column b and a 1 ill column
f in row 1 On the code sheet. The other scolumn are eft blank.

N

If the caller said "21, blank," the recorder draWs a line on the code sheet from
cOunn a Through column f. - ,-.R

.

C. The recorder never writes 0 on the code sheet for item 21.

D. On the Example Graduate Code Sheet 1, the recorder wrote a 1 in row 1 under
column b and a 1 iikrow 1 under column d because those are the boxes checked
on the first hypothetical questionnaire.

Step 7 Ignore item 22 for now, and doitem 23 as you did item 1:

Step 8 Ignore item 24 because it fnd item 22 will be tabulated later. Write an "X" in tife upper
left corner of the questiOnnaire to-show that you have completed it and.lay it aside.

o

NOTE: You have now completed transferring responses from one questionnaire.

Step 9 The caller Should go on to the next queitionname in the stack and he/she and the recorder
-should repeat Steps 3-8 with this questionnaire and one at a time, the others in the stack
until all are finished. Remember that answers from one questionnaire go on one row of
the code sheet. When you fill up one code sheet, begin another. _

10
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Step 10 Once you have completed all the questionnaires in your stack, count them and make sure
that the number of rows (not columns) you have completed on all your code sheets equals
the number of questionnaires you've completed. If the number is not identical, you have
made a mistake and will have to check your work. Correct.anY mistakes before going on.

Step 11 Give all materials to vour tabulation supervisor.

Step 12 Each tabulation supervisor should spot-check the work of those he/she is supervising and
ask them to correct any errors foUnd.

Step 13 One supervisor should stack together all Graduate CodSheets 1 that have been used by ,-.

all student pairs. In the top right corner of each are printed the words: Page of
Number the "sheets from the top, writing each page number in the space after therword -7.
"Page." Then write the number of the last page you numbered in the space after fhe word

° "of" on each sheet*.

Step 14 At the direction of the CFSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help transfer
responses froin Graduate Questionnaires to Graduate Code Sheet 2 by following the
steps in Procedural Section B-2.

t
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PROCEDURAL SECTION I3-2

Ttansferling Responses from Graduate Questionnaires
tc Graduate Code Sheet 2 (Item 24)

-4

NOTE: This section outlines the procedural steps for transferring responses to Graduate
Questionnaire item 24 to Graduate Code Sheet 2 for easier computation. As you
read through these procedures, refer often to Example Graduate Code'Sheet 2,
which is completed for a hypothetical group of Graduate Questionnaires.

Step 1

S42

Students should divide into pairs, deciding among themselles which of the pair will be
the "caller" and which will,be the "recorder."

A. The Caller will call out the respondents' answers on each questionnake.

B. The recorder will use a pencil to write thoseanswers on code sheets.

Each paiefectives a stack of
4
Gradua*te Questionnaires, somb Graduate Code Sheets 2,

and an Exa. mplt -Graduate Code Sheet 2. -

',The respgses from the firsfquestionnaife will go on row 1 of the code sheet, those
from the second questionnaire on row 2, etc.

B. Each Graduate Code Sheet can handle resportes from 125 Graduate Questionnaires.
On Example Graduate Code Sheet 2, resrnses from four hypothetical graduates are
recorded.

/,

Rows go across the page;columhs run from top to bottom. Items are questions
OnlEeluesiionnaire.

12: is
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Step 3 Transfer the response 'to item 24, area I on the first questionnaire iii,your stack to row 1
of a code sheet.

A. The caller calls out the area number and the rank assigned by the respondent..

1. For area the caller would call out either "I, 1," or "I, 2,." or "I, 3," or "I, 4,"
or or "I, blank."

2. See the note below for help in deciding how the respondent answered.,
B. The recorder writes the, answ for area I ih row I under column I of the first

\4Graduate/Code Sheet 2.
..) 1, 4

1. If the caller s.;i6 "I 1" the recorder writes a 1; if the taller says "I, 2" the
kjecOrder writes 2, etc. If the caller said "I, blank," the' recorder_does not write

anything on the code sheet.

2. On-Example Graduate Code Sheet 2, the recorder has written a 1 in row 1 under
column I for the firit hypothetical questionnaire.

NOTE: If the respondent has left the area blank on the questionnaire, the caller algo,,shiad
say "blink" if the respondent writes more than one number in the rank sac or if
the answer is not clear.

.
Step 4 Repeat Step 3 to transfer the responses to areas II-V to thesode sheet. On Exam le

Graduate Code Sheet 2, the ranks for areas 1-V are filled in for four hypdthetical*spon-
. -dents (four rows). . r .

.-

NOT ou hive now cofripleted transferring the response to item 24 from One
aduate Questionnaire.

Step 5 Write a plus (+) in the upper left corner of theitirestionnaire to show you have completed
it and lay it aside. ,

3
w

Step 6 Thp caller - should go on' to the next questionnaire in the st k and he/she and the recorder
should repeat Steps I, 4, and 5 with this questionnaire and, One at a time, the others_in
the stack until all are finished. When you fill up one code sheet, begin-another.

Step 7 Once you have completed all the questionnaires in your stack, count them and make sdre
that the number of rows you Wave completed on all the code sheets equals the number of
questionnaires whose response to item 24 you have transferred. If the numbers are not

"identical, you have made a mistake and will have to cheek your work. Correct any mis-
takes before going\on.

13
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Step 8 Return all' materials to your tabu ion supervisor.

Step 9 Each tabulation supervisor should spot-check the *oil( done by those he/she'suRervises
and ask thern to correct any errors founds

Step 10 'One supervisor should stick together all Graduate Code Sheets 2 that haye been used by
all student pairs. In the top right corner of each are printed the words: Page oT

- Number the sheets from the top, writing each .Page number in the space after the word
. "Page." Then write the number of the last page you numbered in the space after the

word "of" on each sheet.

Step,11 At the direction of the CPSS'cooidinator and the tabulation supervisois, help transfer
. responses from the Faculty/Staff and.,F'arent Questionnaires (Procedural Sections C and '

PI)) or continue tabulating Graduate Questionnaires by following procedures;putlined in
Proceduial Section F.

_

0.
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PROCEDURAL SECTION C

Transferring RespOnses froth Faculty/Staff Questionnaires
to Faculty/Staff Code Sheets (Items 1 apd 2) '

lb

A.

I i

4

0/.

.NOTE: 1 This Section outlines the procedural steps for transferring responses to
. Faculty/Staff Questionnaire items 1 and 2 to Faculty/Staff Code Sheets for

easier computation. As you read through these procedures, refer often to the
Example Faculty/Staff Code Sheet, which is completed for a hypothetical gtOtip
of Faculty /Staff Questionnaires. ;

. e

'''.. ..
&

Step 1 Students should divide into pairs, deciding among themselves which of the pair will be
---- i the "caller" and which will be the "recorder." .

A. The Caller will call out the respont-leas' answers on each questionnaire.*

B. The recorder will use a pencil to write those answers,on code sheets.

Step/ Each .pair receives a stair of Faculty/Staff Questionnaires, some Faculty/Staff Code
r / Sheets, and an Example Faculty/Staff Code Sheet.

*

f.

.:t.4
A. The responses from the first questionnaire wilt go on row 1 of the code sheet, -

those froin the second questionnaire on rota, etc.
... ....,,

B. Each Faculty/Staff Code Sheet can handle responses from fifty Faculty/Staff .

Questionnaires.
i

r',

-1
..

WO- E: Rows go across the.page; columns run ftom top to bottom. Items are questions
.owe questionnaire.

4_
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,Step 3 Transfer the response to itena 1, area I on.the first questionnaire in your stack to row 1
of a code sheet.

.. r

A. The caller calls out the area number and the rank,assigned by the

1. For area I the caller would call out either V, 1" or "I, 2" or "I, 3" or "I, 4"
or "I, 5" or "I, blank."

2. See the note below for held in deciding how the respondent answered.

-B. The recorder writes the number for area r in row 1 under column I,of the first code
sheet. I
1. If the caller said "I, 1," the r &corder writes a 1;qf the caller said "I, 2," the

recorder writes a 2, etc. If -the caller said "I., blank," thb recorder floes not
write anything on the code sheet.

2. On the Example Faculty/Staff Code Sheet, the recor4er has written a 2 in row'
1 under column I for the first hypothetical questioniaire.

,

NOTE: If the respondent has left the area blank on the questionnaire, the caller should say
"blank." The caller also should say "blank" if the respondent writes more than
one number in the rank space or if the answer is not clear.

,
Step 4 Repeat Step 3 to transfer the responses to areas II-Vto the code sheet. On the Example

Faculty /Staff Code Sheet, the rankstfor areas 1-V are filled in for four hypothetical re-
spondents (four rows).

NOTE: You have now completed transferring one person's responses to item 1 of the
Faculty/Staff Questionnaire to the Faculty/Staff Code Sheet.

16
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Ste Transfer thmesponse to item 2 (General Need) on the first questiOnnaire to row 1 under
the column labeled "General Need" on the code sheet.

'4
A.' The caller calls out "General Need" and whiich box the respondent checked.

1. The caller will call out either "General need, yes': or:General need, no" or
"General need, blank."

' 2. See the note below for help in deciding how the respondent answered.

B. 1 4 recorder write the answer for item 2 on the code sheet in row 1 under the
column labeled eral Need.

.
1.0, , If the caller said "General need, yes," the recorder writes a 1; if the caller said
.. "General need, no," the recorder writes a 0; if the caller said "General need,

blank.", the recorder does not write anythinA on the code sheet.

2. On the Lxample Faculty/Staff Code Sheet the order has written a 1 on the
code sheet in row 2 under the column labeled Ceneral Need.

NOTE: If the respondent has left the item blank, the caller should say "blank." The caller
also should say "blank" if the respondent checked more than one box.

Yes No
2. In general do you think it is importantifor high schools to

help students to choose and plan for the type of career they
want and the training and/or education that it requires?

."`

13

(Caller then says, "General need, blank.")

If the respondent writes something next to the box and it is difficult to determine
what his/her answer is, the caller also should say "blank."

Yes No
'"?." 2. Irt general do you think it is important for high schools to

help students to choose and titan for the type of career they
ti want and the training and/or education that it requires?

(Here the caller says, "General need, blank.") .

If the writing next to the box "vides a clear answer, go ahead and call out the
swer.

Yes. No
-1 2. In general do you think it is important for high schools to .

help students to choose and plan for the type of career they
want and the training and/or educa 'on that it requires?

(Here the caller says,\"General need, no.")

In summary, when the answer is clear, call it out. When it-is not clear, when more
than one box is checked, or when the item is simply not filled in, call out "blank."

17
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Step 6 Ignore Item 3 becauseit will be tabulated later. Write an "X" in the upper left coiner of
the questionnaire toi show that you have completed it ans lay it aside.

NOTE: You have.nowmpleted transferring the responses to items 1 & 2 from one /Isp
Faculty/Staff Questionnaire.

Step 7 The caller ;hould go on to the next_inuestionnaire in ihe stack and he/she an the rerttrter
should repeat Steps 3-6 with this questionnaire and, one at a time, the other in the stack
until all are finished. When you fill up one code sheet, begin another.

Step 8 Once you have completed all questionnaires in your stack, count them an make sure
h that the number of rows you have completed on all the code sheets equa the number

of questionnaires that you have completed. If the numbers are not idea ical, you have
made a mistake and will haVe to check your work. Correct any mistake before going on.

Step 9. Return all materials to your tabulation supervisor: ,

Step 10 Each tabulation supervisor should spot-check the work done by those he /she supervises
and ask them to correct any errors found.

Step 11 One supervisor should stack together all Faculty/Staff Code Sheets that have been used
by all student _pairs. In the top right corner of each are Printed the words: Page , of

. Number tie sheets from the top, writing each page number in the space after the
word "Page:" Then write the number of the last page you numbered in the space after
the word "of" on each sheet.

Step 12 At the direction of the CPSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help transfer
responses from the Parent Questionnaires (Procedural Section D) or continue tabulating
Faculty/Staff Questionnaires by following procedures outlined in Procedural Section G.

so°

X
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PROCEDURAL SECTION D

Transferring Responses from Parent Questionnaire&
to Parent Code Sheets (Items 1 and 2)

N TE: This section outlines the procedural steps for transferring parent responses to
Parent Questionnaire items 1 and 2 to ParentC?de Sheets. hese rocedures are
exactly the same as the procedures for transferring data from Faculty/S f Ques-
tionnaires to Faculty/Staff Code Sheets' Procedural Section C). As you read
through these procedures, refer often to the Example Parent Code Sheet.

Step 1

11/

i

Students should divide into pairs, deciding among themselves whicll.of the pair will be
tliccaller" and which will be the "recorder." t,

A. The caller will call out.the respondents' answers on each questionnaire.

B. The recorder will use a ncil to write those answers on code sheets.

Step 2 Each pair of students rece es a stack of Parent Questionnaires, some Parent Code Sheets,
and an Example Parent Code Sheet.

A. The responses from the first questio4naiie will go on row 1. of the, code sheet, those
froM the se,cond questionnaire on low 2, etc.

B. Each Parent Code Sheet can handle responses from fifty Parent Questionnaires.

NOTE: Rows go across the page; columns run from top to bottom. Items are questions
on the questionnaire.

4
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Step) Transfer the response to item 1, area I do the first questionnaire in ypur staqc'to row 1
of a code sheet.

A. The caller calls out the area number and the rank,assigned by the rest:trident_
4

1. For area I, the caller wouldjcall out either "1;1" or "I, 2" or "I, 37 or "I, 47
or "I, 5" or "I, blank."

2. See the note below.for help, in deiciding how the respondent answered.

B. The recorder writes the number for area I fp row 1 under column I of the first
code sheet.

1. If the caller said "I, 1," the recorder, writes a 1; if the caller said "I, 2,", the
recorder writes a "2," etc. If the caller said "I, blank," thettorder does'not
write anything on the code sheet.

2. On the Example Parent Code Sheet, the recoMer has written a 4 in row 1 'under
column I for the first questionnaires.

NOTE: If the respondent has left the area blank on the questionnaire, the caller should
say "blank.," The caller also should say "blank" if the-respqndent writes more
than one number in the rank space or if the answer is not clear.

lt

Step 4 Repeat Step 3 to transfer the responses to areas II-V to the code sheet. On the Example
Parent Code Sheet, the ranki for areas I-V are filled in for four hypothetical respondents
(four rows).

Step 5 Transfer the respOnse to item 2 (General Need) of the first questionnaire' to row 1 under
the labeled "General Need" on the code sheet.

4 A. The caller calls out "General need" and which box the respondent checked.

1. The caller will call out either "General need, yes" or "General need, no" or
"General need, blank." .

ie"

2. See. the note on the next page for help in deciding how the respondent answered.

B. The recorder writes the answer for item 2 on the code sheet in row 1 under the column
labeled "General Need."

1. If the caller said "General need, yes," e recorder writes a 1; if the caller said
"General need, no," the recorder writes a 0; if the callersaid "General need,
blank," the recorder does not write anything on the code sheet.

2. On the Example Parent Code Sheet, the recorder has written a 1 on the code
sheet in row 1 under the column labeled "General Need."

20
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NOTE: If the respondent hasjeft the item lank, 4 caller will say "blank." The caller also
should say "blank" if,the responde checked more than one box.

Yes No
IS 2. In general, do you think it is important for high schools to

help students choose and plan for the type of career they
want and the training and/or education that it requires?

(Caller then says, "GOne:r1 need, blank.")

the respondent writes something net,td the box and it is difficult to determine
what his/her answer is, the caller shoM also say "blank."

Yes No
Q..,

I

2. In gElberal, do you think it is important for high schools to
help students choose and plan for the type of career they '
want and the training and/or education that it requires?

(Here`the callei. says, "General need, blank.")_

If the writing next to the box provides a clear answer, golhead and calrout the
answer.

(.,Yes
r)&,11,

&elf

No
.2. . .

In general, do you think it is important for high schools to'
help students choose and plan for the tikerif career they
want and the training and/oreducation that it requires?

(Here the aller says 'General need, no.")

In summary, when the answer is clear, call it out. When it is not clear, when more
than one box is checked, or when the item is simply not filled in, cffout "blank."

Step 6
4

Ignore Item 3 because it will be tabulated latet. Write an "X" in the upper left corner
of the,survey to show you have completed it andlay it aside. .

NOTE: You halinow completed transferring the reskrises to items 1 & 2 from one Parent
iituestionnaire.

Step 7 The caller,siould goy on to the next ques naire in the stack and he/she and the recorder
should repeat steps 3-6 with this questio e and one at a time.the others in the stack
until all are finished. When you fill up one code sheet, begin another.

4
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Step 8 Once you have completed all the questionnairesiti your staat,,count them and make surei that the number of rows you have completed on all the code sheets equals the number of
questionnaires that you'have completed. lithe numbers are not identical, you have made
a mistake and will have to check your work. Correct any mistakes before going on. -

Step 9 Return all materials to your tabulation supervisor:

.
,

Step 10 Each tabulation supervisor should spot-check the work done by those he/she supervises
and ask them to correct any errors found.

Step 11 One supervisor should stack together all Parent Code Sheets that have been used by all
student pa*. In the top right corner of each are printed the words: Page of
Number the sheets from the top, writing each page number in the space after the word
"Page." Then write the number of the last page you numbered in the spate after the
word "of" on each sheet.

Step 12 At the direction of the CPSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, *lp with other
tabulatiorr tasks or continue tabulating Parent Questionnaires by following procedures
outlined in Procedural Section H.

OP
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PROCEDURAL SECTION E

Adding the Counts on Student Code Sheets

-"-

NOTE: This section outlines the procedural steps for adding, on each coda sheet, the
total "yes," "no," and "blank" responses to Student Questionnaire items 1-22.

Step 1 Receive filled-out Student Code Sheets and group them by grade level. Receive also
Example Student CodeSheets, grades nine-twelve. ,

Step 2 Count the number of 1:5, 0's, and blanks in the first column (item 1 of the first code
sheet).

A. First count the number of l's in that column and record that number in the tonal
row for l's at the bottom of the first code sheet. (On the Example Student Code
Sheet for grade nine, there are three l's in column 1. That number [3] is recorded
in the total row for l's under coltimn 1 at the bottom of the code sheet.)

B. Then count the number of 0's in that column and record that number in the total
row for 0's at the bottom of the first code sheet. (On the Example Student Coda
Sheetor grade nine, there are two 0's in column 1. That number [2] is recorded
in the total row for "0's" under'column 1 at the bottom of the code sheet.)

C. Count the number of blanks in that column and record that number in the total
row for Blanks at the bottom of the first code ,sheet,-(On the Example Student
Code Sheet for grade nine, there are no blanks in colunit 1:-Therefore, zero [0]
is.rordbd_in the total row for Blanks ander column 1 at the bottom of the code
sheet.)

Step 3 Repeat Step 2 for items 2-21 on the first code sheet. (Refer to the Example tudent Code
Sheet for grade nine for these items also.)

Step 4 Count the number of l's in the column 22a and record that number in the total row fog
I's the bottom of the first code sheet. Do the same for columns 22b through 22f.
There should be no 0's to count in these columns. (On the Example Student Code Sheet
for gradegine, there is only one 1 in column 2,2a. So thatntimberill is placed in total
row for rs under colum.n,22a at the bottom of the code sheets In cblurnns 22b and 22f
there are no l's, so a zero [01 is placed in the total-row*for l's under those two columns
at the bottom of e code sheet. In column 22c,there are two l's, so that number [2]
is placed in th 'to 1 row lc% l's-under column 22c at the bottom of the code sheet.
Similarly, the umber of 1's in the columns 22d and 22e are placed in their appropriate
spacesat the ttorn of the-sheet.) . .

a
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O

Step 5 . Next, count the number of lines drawn from columns 22a through 22f and write that
number in the total Tow<one space) for Blanks at the bottoM of the first code sheet.
(On the Example Student Code Sheet for grade nine, there only one line drawn from
22a through f, so that number [1] is placed in the total r w for Blanks at the bottom of
the code sheets.) Remember that for this item the nu er you write in the total row
for Blanks should reflect lines drawn from columns 22a through 221not blank spaces
in the columns.

-Step 6 In order to prevent possible errors, double-check the totals for each column. Make sure
that, for each column except for Columns 22a-22f, the aand totals of totall's and total
0's and total blanks add up to the total number of respanseszecorded on the code sheet.
(On the Example Student Code Sheet for grade nine, there are three l's, two 0's, and zero
blanks in column 1: Three and two and zero add up to five, which is the total number of
respondents recorded on ,the code sheet in that column.

NOTE: You have-now completed the counts for one code sheet:

Step..? Repeat steps 2-6 for each code sheet you have, taking care to keep, the code sheets
separated by grade level.

Step 8 Return all materials to your tabulation supervisor.

Step 9 Each-tabulation supervisor sho'uld spot-check tte work done by those he/she supervises .
and ask them to correct any errors found.

Step 10 At the direction of the CPSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help with other
tabulation tasks or continue tabulating Student Questionnaires by following the proce-
dures outlined in Procedural Section I.

24.
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PROCEDURAL SECTION F-1

Adding the Copnts on Graduate Code Sheets 1
1'4

r
NOTE: This sec 'on outlines the procedural steps for adding, on each Graduate Code -

Sheet 1 e total "yes," "no," and "blank" responses to each questionnaire
item. Note that these procedures are very similar. to the procedures for adding
the counts on Student Code Sheets (Procedural Section E).

Step 1 Receive filled-out Graduate Code Sheets 1 and an Example Graduate Code Sheet 1.
m 1-

Step 2 Count the number of i's, 0's, and blanks in the first column (Item 1) of the first code
sheet.

A. First count the number of l's in that column and record that number in the total
row for l's at the bottom of the first code sheet. (On the Example Graduate Code
Sheet 1, there are three l's in column 1. That number [31 is recorded in the total
row,for l's under column 1 at the bottom of the code sheet.)

B. Then count the number of .0% in th.lt column and record that number in the total
row for 0's at the bottom of the first code shebt. fOn the Example Graduate Code
Sheet 1, there is one 0in column 1. That number [1] is recorded in the total row
for 0's under column 1 at the bottom of the code sheet.)

C. Count the number of blanks in'that column and record that number in the total
row for Branks at the bottopn'of the first code sheet. (On the Example Graduate
Code Sheet 1, there is no blank in column 1. Therefore, zero [0] is recorded in
the total row for Blanks under column 1 at the bottom of the code sheet.)

Step 3 Repeat Step 2 for items 2-20 and item 23 (right mo olumn on the page') on the first
code sheet. (Refer to the Example Graduate Code Sheet 1 for these items also.)

Step 4 Count the number of Vs in the column 21a and record that number in the total row for
l's at the bottom of the first code sheet. Do the same for'columns 21b through 21f.
There should be no 0's to count in these columns., (On the Example Graduate Code
Sheet 1,1there is only one 1 on columnlla. So that number [1] is placed in total row
for l's under column 21a at the bottom of the code sheet. In column 2Ll3 there are two
l's, so that number [2] is placed in the total row for l's under that colutrirat the bottom
of the code sheet. For column 21c, there is one 1, so that number [1] is placed in the
total row for l's under column 21c at the bottom of the Bode sheet. Similarly, the num-
he of in columns 21d, 21e, and 21f are placed in their respective columns in the total
row for l's at the bottom of the code sheet.)

25
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iStep 5 Ndxt, count elie number of lines drawn from columns 22athrough 22f and write that
number in the total row (one space) for the Blanks 'at the bottom of the first cod sheet
under item 21. (On the Example Graduate Code Sheet 1, there is no lineyirawh from

21a through 21f so that number [01 is placed in total row for Blanks at the bottom of -

the code sheet.) Remember that for this item the number you write inihe total row for
Blanks should reflect lines,drawn from columns 21a through 21fnot blarik'spaces in
the column. . .

..\ . . .. .Step 6 In order to prevent possible errors,double -check the totals for each column. Make sure
that, for each column except for columns 21a-21f, the grand totals of total l's, total 0's,
and total Blanks add up to the total number of responserecorded on the code sheet.
(On the Example.Graduate Code Sheet 1, there are three l's, one 0, and no blanks in, -' column i.. Three and 1 and 0 add up to 4, which -is the total number of responses (rows)
retorded in column 1 on the code sheet.)

r

NOTE: You have now completed the counts for one code sheet.

Step 7 Repeat Steps 2-6 for each code sheet you haye.

Step 8 Return all materials to your tabulation supervisor.

Step 9 Each tabulation supervisor sho spot-check the work done by those he/she supervises
and ask them to correct any e ors found.

r. oe
. Step 10 At the direction of the CPSS oordinato and thCallation supervisors, continue taellkat-

ing Graduate Questionnaires by the procedures outlined in Procedural Section
F-2.

4
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PROCEDURAL SECTION F-2

Adding the Counts on Graduate Code Sheets 2

k

NOTE: This section outlines the procedural steps for adding, for each Gra
9 Code Sheet 2, the sum of ranks assigned to each career skill area.

ate

Step,1 Receive filled-out Graduate Code Sheets 2 and Examp Graduate Code Sheet 2,

Step 2 Record the ranks in the first column (I), in the first (le t-most) set of twenty-five rows on.
the first code sheet. , .

Step 3

Step 4

A. Add all the numbers in column I and write that sum in the Sum of Ranks row under
the first column at the bottom of the first cod§"&et. (On the Example Graduate
Code Sheet 2, there are four ranks in column I. The sum of ranks for column I
equalkthe sum of the four ranks, 1+2+3+4=10. Therefore, the number [10] is re-
,corded, in the Sum of Ranks row ;alder column, I at the bottom of the code sheet.)

B. Count. so the number or responses recorded in column I in the first (left -most) set
of twentygiverows on that code sheet-Record that number in the Number of Re-
spondents Now at the bottom of the code sheet under column I. (On the Example
Graduate Code Sheet 2, four responses are recorded in column I in tbe left-most set
of twenty-five rows. Therefore, that number [4] is recorded in the Number of Re-
spondents row under column I at the bottom of the code sheet.)

Repeat Step 2 for columns II-V in the first (left-most) set of twenty-five rows on the first
code sheet. (Refer to the Example GradUate Code Sheet 2 for these columns also.)

If there are more than twenty-five respondents recorded on the code sheet, repeat Steps
2 and 3 for the other sets oftwenty-five rows recorded On the first 96de sheet. (Note
that one Graduate Code Sheet 2 can record 125.respondents.)

1

NOTE: 7ou have now completed the counts for one code sheet.
1

Step 5 Repeat Steps 24 for each Graduate Codheets 2/ou have.

Step 6 Double-check youx work to prevent any possible error and make any necessary corrections.

Step 7 Returoll materials to your tabulation supervisor.



4
Step 8

1

r /-

Each tabulation supervisor should spot-check the work done by those he/she supervises
and ask them to correct any errors found.

i
Step 9 At the direction of the CPSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help with other

tabulation tasks Or continue tabulating Graduate Questionnaires by following the proce-
dures outlined in Procedural SeCtion J.

t
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PROCEDURAL SECTION G

Adding the Counts on Faculty/Staff Code Sheets

k.

NOTE: This section outlines the procedural steps for adding, on each Faculty/Staff
Sheet, the responses to Faculty/Staff Questionnaire items 1 and 2:

Step 1

Step 2

A

Receife illed-out Faculty/Staff Code Sheets and the Example Faculty/Staff Code Sheet.

For item 1, record the ranks in column I in the left set of twenty-five rows on the first
code sheet.

A. Ackd the numbers in column I and write that sum in the Sum of Ranks row under
column I at the bottom of the first-code sheet. (On the Eample Faculty/Staff
Code.Sheet, there are four ranks in column I. The sum of ranks 'column I equals

*Elie sum of the four ranks, 2+3+1+2=-8. Therefore, that number 1 is recorded in
the Sum of Ranks row under column I at the bottom of the co sheet.)

B. Count the number of responses recorded in column I in the left set of twenty-five
rows on that code sheet. Record that number in the number of Respondents row
at the bottom of the code sheet under column I. (On the Example Faculty/Staff
Code Sheet, four responses are recorded in column I in the left set of twenty-five
rows. Therefore, that number [4] is recorded in the Nuber of Respondents row
at the bottom of the code sheet under column I.)

Step 3 Repeat Step 2 for columns II-V in the left set of twenty-fivtrows on the first code sheet.
(Refer to the Example Faculty/Staff Code Sheet for these areas also.)

Step 4 -For item 2, record the number of 1's, 0's, and blanks in the General Need column in the
left set of twenty-five rows on the first code sheet.

A. First count the number of l's the General Need column and write that number in
the total row for l's at the bot m of the code sheet. (On the Example Faculty/Staff
Code Sheet, there are four l's i the General Need column. That number [4] is re-
corded in the total row for I's der the General Need column at the bottom of the,
code sheet.)

Then count the number of 0's in the General Need column and record that number
in the total row for 0's under theGen'eral Need column at the bottom of the code
sheet. (On the Example Faculty/Staff Code Sheet, there are no 0's recorded in the
General Need column. Therefore, that number [0] is placed in the total row for
0's under the General Need column at the bottom of the code sheet.)

C. Next count the number of blanks in the General Need coluinn and write that number
in the total row fpr Blanks at the bottom of the code sheet. (On the bcample Fachlty/,
Staff Code Sheets there are no blanks in the General Need cohrrna. Thdefore, zero[0]
is recorded in the total row for Blanks under the General Need column at the bottom
of the code sheet.) 401
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Step 5 "If there.arejnore than twenty-five respondents recorded on the code sheet, repeat Steps
2-4 for the rest of the respondents. (Note that one Faculty/Staff Code Sheet can handle
fifty surveys.)

NOTE: . You ha4 now completed the counts for one code sheet.

Step 6 Repeat Steps 2-5 for each FacultNtaff Code Sheet you have.

Step 7 In order to prevent possible errors, double-check the totals for each column and make
corrections when necessary.

Step 8 Return all materials to your tabUlation supervisor.

Step 9'Each tabulatipan supervisor should spot-check the work done by thOse he/she supervises
and ask them to correct any errors found.

. Step 10 At the direction of the CPSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help with other
tabulation tasks or continue tabulating Faculty/Staff Questionnaires by following the pro-
cedures outlined in PrOcedural Section K.

t
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PROCEDURAL SECTION H

Adding the Counts on Parent Code Sheets

NOTE: This section outlinets the procedural steps for adding, on each Parent Code
Sheet, the responses to Parent Questionnaire it-ems 1 and 2. Note that these
procedures are exactly the same es procedures for adding the counts on Faculty/
Staff Code Sheets (Procedural Section G).

Step 1 Receive filled-out Family Code Sheets and the Example Family Code Sheet.

Step 2 For item 1, record the ranks irf column I in the left set ofmtwenty-five rows on the first
code sheet.

A.- Add the numbers in column I and:rite that sum in the Sum DI Ranks row under
column- I at tile bottom of the first code sheet. (On the Example Parent Code Sheet,
there are four tanks in the column I. The sum of ranks tor column I equals the sum
of the four ranks, 4+2+3+1=10. Therefore, that number [10] is recorded in the
Sum of Ranks row under column I at the bottom of the code sheet.)

B. Count the number of responses recorded in column I in the left set of twenty-five
rows on that code sheet. Record that number in the Number of Respondents row
at the bottom of the code sheet under column I. (On the Example Parent Code Sheet,
four responses are recorded in column I in the left set of twenty-five rows.. Therefore,
that number [4] is recorded in the Number of Respondents row at the bottom of the
code sheet under column I.)

Step 3 Repeat Step 2 for columns II-V in the left set of twenty-five rows on the first code sheet.
(Refer to the Example Parent Code Sheet for these areas aYso.)

Step 4 For item 2, record the number of l's, 0's, and blanks in the General Need column in the
left set of twenty-five rows on the first code sheet.

A. First count the number of l's in the General Need column and write that number in
the total row for I's at the bottom of the code sheet. (On the Example Parent Code
Sheet, there are Tour l's in the General Need column. That number [4] is recorded in
the total row for l's under the General Need column at the bottom of the code sheet.)

B. Next count the number of 0's in the General Need column and write that number in
the total row for 0's at the bottom of-the code sheet. (On the Example Parent Code

'Sheet, there are no 0's recorded in the General Need column. Thelefore, that number
[0] is placed in the total row for O'S under the General Need column at the bottom of
the code sheet.)

C. Next counli the numfier of blanks in the General Need column and write that number in
the total Tow for Blanks at the bottom of the code sheet. (On the Example Parent Code
Sheet, there are no blanks in the General Need column. Therefore, zero [0] is recorded
in the total row' for Blanks under the General Need column at the bottom of the code
sheet.).
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Step 5 If there are more than twenty-five respondents recorded on the code sheet, reitat Steps
2-4 for the rest of the respondents. (Note that one Parent Code Sheet can handle fifty
surveys.)

NOTE: You have now completed the counts for one code sheet.

Step 6 Repeat Steps 2-5 for each Parent Code Sheet you have.

Step 7
/

In order to prevent possible errors, double-check the totals foie. ach`cOlumn and:make
corrections when necessary.

Step 8 Return all materials to your tabulation supervisor.

Step 9 Each tabulation supervisor should spot-check the work done by those he/she supervises
and ask them to correct any errors found.

Step 10 At the direction of the CPSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help with other
tabulation tasks or continue tabulating Parent Questionnaires by following the procedures
outlined in Procedural Section L.
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PfLOCEDURAL SECTION I

Transf4ring the Sums on Student Code Sheets

to Summary Sheets 1 and 3

NOTE: This seetion'outlines-the procedural steps for transferring the sums on
Student Code Sheeti to Summary sheets .1 and 3.

a

Step 1 Obtain pencils and blank sheets of paper. Also, obtaih an adding machine or a calculatcgt,
if possible. Make sure you have Table 41; Summary Sheets 1 and 3; filled out
Code Sheets; Example Table 41; Example Summary Sheets 1 and t ; and Exam le Student
Code Sheets for grades ninettwelve.

Step 2 Make sure that,youpStudent Code Sheets (not Summary Sheets) are separated by grade
level.

Step 3 Begin with the,cbde sheets for one of the grade levels in your school.
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Step 4 For item 1, transfer the counts on all the code sheets of that grade level to Summary'
Sheet 1.

A. Add together the numbers in column 1, total row for O's on all the code sheets for
that grade level. There is only one number per code sheet. -Write,Our answer (sum)
in column 1, row No/of that grade level on Summary Sheet 1. If you have only one
code sheet for that grade, there is nothing to add. Simply transfer the number that
appears in column 1, total row for 0's on the code sheet to: column 1; row No of that
grade level on Summary Sheet 1. (On Example Summary Sheet 1, the number written
in column 1 for the row No of grade nine is 2 because that number appears intthe total
row for 0's under column 1 of the Example Student Code Sheet for grade nine. If wl
had had more than one Example Student Code Sheet for grade nine, we would have
added together the numbers that appeared in column 1 total row for 0's on each*code
sheet and would have recorded that sum on Exa ple Summary Sheet 1.)

I
B. Add together the numbers in column 1, total ro for l's on all the code sheets Lor

that grade level. Again, there is only one numb r leer code sheet. Combine this sum k'
with your answer to Substep A above. The number you get will be the total number
of yes plus no responses to item Lrecorded on all code sheets. Write your answer
(sum in column 1, row Yes plus No of that grade level on Summary Sheet 1. If you
have only one code sheet for that grade level, simply add the number in the total row
for l's to the number in the total row for 0's on the code sh4t and write that sum in
column 1, row Yes plus No of that grade level on Summary Sheet 1. (On Example
Summary Sheet 1, the number recorded in column 1, giide nine Yes plus No row is 4
5 because that is the sum of the number in the total row for l's under column 1 on
Example Student Code Sheet for grade nine{ 3 pand the number in the total row for
0's under column 1 of that sheet [ 2 ]J 4bic

C. Add together the numbers in column I,' total row for Blnks on all coVe sheets for that
gadlevel. Again, there is only one number per code sheet. Write your answer'(gum)
in column 1, row Blank of that grade level on Summery Sheet 1. If you have only one .
code sheet for this grade level, transfer the number that is in column 1, total row for
Blanks to column 1, row Blank Of that grade level on Summary Sheet 1. (On Example
Summary, Sheet 1, the number that is recorded in column 1, row Blank of gad#nine ;
is 0 because that is the number in column 1, total tow-;(or Blanks on Example Student
Code Sheet I.. If we had had more than one Example Student Cod'Sheet for grade
nine, the number recorded in column 1, row Blank of grade nine of Example Summary
Sheet 1 would bet plus the sum of whatever numbers appeared in column 1, pe Mt]. row
for Blanks of all the of r Example Student Stfrvey Code Sheets for grade nine.)

s

Step 5 Repeat Step 4 for Reins 2.F0 for that grade level. t

Step 6 Check the accuracy of each sum trans ed aid correct any errors made.

NOTE: You have now completed Stnnmary Sheet 1 for_one grade level.
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Step 7 Transfer theme counts for item 21 on the Wde sheets for that grade level to Summary Sheet
3.

A. , Add together the 'numbers in coliimn 21, total row for on all code sheets for that
grade level. Write that sum on.Summtry Sheet 3, Responded Yes column for that
grade level. If you have only one code sheet for that gradlevel, you obviously don't
have to add anything. Simply transfer the, number in column 21, total row for l's on
that code sheet to Summary Sheet 3, Responded Yes column for that grade level.

lib Example Summary Sheet 3, the number 4 is written in the Responded Yes column,
grade nine row because that is'the number in column 21, total row for l's on the
Exam* Student CodiSheet for grade nine.)

B. -Add together the numbers-in column 21, total row for Blanks on all ,de sheets for
that grade level. Write that Sum oirSummaiy Sheet 3, Blanks column for that grade
level. (On Examp1Summiry Sheet 3, the number written in the Blanks column for
grade nine is ill because that is the numbeion the Example Student Code Sheet for
grade nine.), -

.Step,9 Transfer the counts for item 22 on the4zle sheets for that grade level to Summary Sheet 3.

A. Add the numbers in the total row for l's in column°22a for all the code sheets for
'that grade level and transfer that sum to Summary Sheet 3, column 22a (Work full- t.44

)for that grade level. If there is only one code sheet for that grade level,
just trarisf the number that appears in the total row for rs, column 22a, on that
code sheet t, Summary Sheet 3, column 22a (Work full-time) of that grade level.
(On Exampl Summary Sheet 3, 1 is recorded in column 22a Mork full-time] under
grade nine b cause 1 js the num in the total row for of column 22a of the'
Example S dent Code Sheet f ade nine. If we had had more than one Example
Student e Sheet for grade nine, we wouldthave added-together the numbers fromI' each cod = sheetiaiid entered the sum on Example Summary Sheet 3.)

B. Repeat bste) A for columns 22b through 22f. 7

4

4

744

the nu .ber in the total row for Blanks for item ft acr code sheets. (There
one n ber per code sheet.) Write the s1m in the Bki column of-that grade

f item 2' on Summary Sheet 3. (On Example Sumrn Sheet 3, 1 is recorded
in the Blanks lu.nn of the grade nine row beCause 1 is the mber .in the totalloiv
for Blanks of lumk 22 on the txample Student Code Sh for grade nine. Again,
if we had m24 a Example Student Code Sheets for grade nine e would have added
the numbers the total row for Blanks for item 22 across code sheets and re-
corded that stun in the Blanks column of that grade level on Summary Sheet 3.)

Step 9 Double -check the suds -computed for items 21 and 22 transferred-to Summary Sheet 3.

..
NOTE Havi finiihed Step 9, you will have transferred all data from one grade

level code sheets to Summary Sheets 1 and 3. III

4 4-
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Step 10 Rerpeat Steps 4-9 for thettode sheets for each grade level. It will probably be helpful to
refer often to Of Example Student Code Sheets and Example Summary Sh6ets 1-and 3.

Step 11 Look at Table 41, Transfer the number of students in -each grade who completed the
questionnaire- (already recorded on Table 41) to the columns labeled Total Number of
Individuals Completing Questionnaire for both items 21 and 22 of ummar4 Sheet 3.
(On the example, all 5's were transferred from Example Table 41 to mtnary Sheet 3,
Total NuMber of Students Completing Questionnaire column for each grade level.)

Step 12 Returall materials. to your tabulatiomppervisor.

Step 13 Each tabulation, supervisor whould'spot-check the work done by those he/she supervises,
and them to correct any errors found. ,

Step 14 At the direction of the CPSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help transfer
sums from Graduate, Faculty/Staff, and Parent Code Sheets or (if that has already'heen
dbne)tollow the procedures outlined in Procedural Section M.

41b
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PROCEDURAL SECTION J

Transferring the Sums on Graduate Code Sheets

to Summary Sheets 2, 3, and 4
/1'

NOTE: This section outlines the prAdural stfpS for transferring the sums on Graduate
Code Sheetel and 2 to Summary Sheets.2, 3, and 4. '----,
4

... `- -
. .

4 -

Step 1 Obtain pencils and blank siiivvts of paper.. Also, obtain an adding machine or a calculator,
if possible: Make.sure you h e Table 58; Summary Sheets 2, 3, and 4; filled-out Graduate
Code Sets 1 and 2; Example Summary Sheets 2, 3, and 4; and Example Graduate Code
Sheets 1 and 2.

Step 2 Transfer the counts for item.1 on Graduate Code Sheets 1 to Summary Sheet 2. .

A. Add together the numbers in column 1, total row for 0's on all the Graduate Code
Sheets I. (There is only one number per code sheet.) _Write your answer (sum), in
.column 1, row No on Summary Sheet 2< If you have only one Graduate Code sheet
1, there is nothing to add. Simply transfer the number that appears in column 1,
total row for 0's on tliiciNle sheet to column 1, row No on Summary Sheet 2.. (On
Example Summary Sheet 2, the number written in column 1 for row No is 1 because
that number [1 appears in the total row for 0's under column 1 of the Example
Graduate Code Sheet 1. If we had had more than one.Example Graduate Code Sheet
IN we would have added together the numbers that appeared in total row fOr 0's un-
der c n 1 on each code sheet and recorded -that sum on Example Summary
SheetK

B. Add together the numbers in column 1, total row for l's on all the code sheets. Again,
there is only one n er per code sheet. Combine this sum with your answer to Sub-
step A above. number you get will be the total number of yes plus no responses
to item 1 record on all code sheets. Write youtanswer (sum) incolumn 1, row
Yes plus No on Summary Sheet '2. If You have only one code sheet, simply_add the
number in column 1, total row for 0's on the code sheet and write that suin in column
1, row Yes plug,No oeSummary Sheet 2. (On Example Stimmary Sheet 2, the number
recorded in column 1., Yes plus No row is 4 because 4 is the sum of the number in the
total row for l's and the number in the total row for 0's on Example Graduate Code

s-/

Sheet 1.)

C. "Acliogether the numbers in column 1T total row for Blanks on all Graduate Code
Sheets 1. Again,,therels only one number per code sheet. Write th answer (sum)
in column 1, row Blank on'Sumniary Sheet 2. If you have only on e sheet for
graduates, transfer the number in column 1, total row for Blanks on e code sheet ,
to column 1, row Blank on Summary Sheet 2. (On Example Summary Sheet 2, the
number recorded in colitmn 1, row Blank-is.° because 0 is the number in column 1,
total row Tor Blanks on the Example-Graduate Code Sheet 1. If we had bad more than
one Example Graduate Code Sheet 1, the number recorded in column 1, row Blanks .

of Summary Sheet 2 would be the sum of the numbers appearing in column 1, total
row for Blanks'on all the Example Graduate Code Sheets T.)

e
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Step 3 Repeat Step 2 for items 2-20 on Graduate Code Sheets 1.

Step 4 Cheek -the accuracy of each sum and Correct any errors made.

NOTE: You have now completed transferring sums tia Summary Sheet 2.

Step 5. Trafsfer the counts for item 21 to jimmary Sheet 3.

A. Add together the numbers in column 21a, total row for on all Graduate Code
Sheets 1; Write that answer (sum) on Summary Sheet 3, item 21, column a, Graduate
Total rowOn Example Siimmary Sheet 3, 1 is recorded in the Gradaute Total row
under column a of item 21 because lis themumber appearing in column 1, total row
for of Example Graduate Code Sheet 1. If we had had more than one Example

. Graduate Code Sheet for graduates, we would ,have added the numbers across code
sheets and entered the sum on Example Summary Sheet 3.)

.7

B. Repeat Substep A'for columns b through f of item 21.

C. Add they numbers in the total row for Blanks for item 21 on Summary Sheet 3. If
there is only one code sheet, sitriply transfer the number in the total row for Blanks
on the code sheet to graduate item 23, Blanks column, Graduate Total row on Sum-
mary Sheet 3. (Ori Example Summary'Sheet 3,9 is-recorded in the Blank column,
Graduate TOW row because 0 isge number appearing in the total row for Blanks
under column 21 of Example Grativate gpde Sheet 1.)'

Step 6 Transfer the counts for item 23 to Suinmary Sheet 3.

A. Add together the numbers in column 23, total Low for 0's on all the Graduate Code
Sheets 1. (lhe,re is OAF `one number per code sheet.) Write your answer (sum) on
Summary Sheet 3,.Grackate item 23, Responded No row, Graduate Total row. If
you have only,oneCraduate Code Sheet 1; there is nothing to add. Simply transfer
the number that appears in column 23, total row for 0's on the Code Sheet to Sum- _
mary Sheet '3, Graduate-item'23, Responded No row. (On Example Summary Sheet .

3, the number written in Graduate item 23, Responded No column, Graduate Total
row is l_bOause that number [1] appears in the total row for 0's under column 23
of Example GraduateCode Sheet, 1. If we had had more than one Example Graduate
Code Sheet 1, we would have added together the numbers that appeared in the total
row for O's,tmdeir copmn 23 on each code sheet and recorded that sum on Example
Summary Sheet 3.) -

B., Add together the numbers in the total row for Blanks in column 23 on all code sheets.
(There is only one number per code_sheet.) Write that sum on Summary Sheet 3,
Graduate item 23, Blanks cblumn, Graduate Total row. If there is only one code
sheet, simplyltrarisfer the number in the total row for Blanks on the code sheet to
Graduate item 23, Blanks' column, Graduate Totalrow on Summary Sheet 3. (On
Example Summary Sheet 3, 0 is recorded.1 the Graduate item 23, Blanks column,
Graduate Total -row because 0 is the number appearing on Example Graduate ade
Sheet 1, column 23total row for Blanks.)



.. ,

Step 7

Step 8

..

e. .

Cl%ck the-sums transferred for items 21 and 23 and make necessary changes.
. _ 41

,Look at Table 58. Transfer the number of graduates who completed the questionnaires
(already..recorded'on Table 58) to the Number of Individuals Completing Questionnaires
column under graduate items 21 and 23 on Summary Sheet 3.

NOTE:, You have just completed transferring Graduate sums to Summary Sheet 3.
You are now finished with Graduate Code Sheer

Step 9 Transfer the counts on Graduate Code Sheet 2 to Summary Sheet 4.

A. Add the numbers in the Sum of Ranks row for each column I on all Graduate Code
Sheets 2. (There are a possible five numbers to add on each code sheet.) Write that
sum on Summary Sheet 4, column Sum of Ranks under area I, Graduate row. (On
Example Summary Sheet 4, 10 Is recorded in the Sum of Ranks column under area
I, Graduate Row because 10 is the number appearing in column I, Sum of Rank row
on Example Graduate Code Sheet 2. If we had had more than one Sum of Ranks
number for column I recorded on the Example Graduate Code Sheet 2, or if we had
more than one Example Graduate Code Sheet 2, we would have added the numbers .

in the Sum of Ranks row for every filled-in column 'I across all code sheets and re-
corded the sum on Example Summary Sheet 4, Sum of Ranks column under area t, ..Graduate row.) lb

4. Add the numbers in the Number of Respondents row for each column I on 'all Code
sheets. (There ark a possible five. numbers to,add on'each Craduate Code Sheet 2.)
Write that sum on Summary Sheet 4, column Number of Respondents under area I,
Graduaterow. (On Example Summary Sheet 4, 4 is recorded in the Number of Rez
sporidents columirunder area I, Graduate row because 4 is the number appearing in
column I, Number of Respondents row Qf Example Graduate Code Sheet 2, If we -

had Had more than one number recorded in column I, Number of Respondents row,
or if we had more than one Example Graduate Code Sheet 2, we would have added
the numb+across all code sheets and recorded the sum on the Example Summary .-

Sheet 4.) .
4-.

e. --
C. Repeat Substeps A and B for columns II through V on Graduate Code Sheets 2.

Step 10 Check the sums transferred from Graduate Code Sheet 2 to Siimmary Sheet 4 and make
necessary changes. ,

../

NOTE: You have now transferred all sums from Graduate Code Sheets 1 and 2 to
Summary Sheets 2, 3, and 4.
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Steep 11 Return all material to your tabulation supervisor.

Step 12 Each tabulation supervisor should spot-check the work done by those he/she supervises
and ask them to correct any errors found.

. .
Step 13 At the direttfAoh oAthe CPSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help transfer

sums from the amily/Staff and Parent Code Sheets or (if that has already been done)
follow the procedures outlified in Procedural Section M.

..
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PROCEDURAL SECTION K

Transferring the Sums from Faculty/Staff
Code Sheets to Summary Sheets 3 and 4

c

NOTN/...This section outlines the procedural steps for transferring the sums on
FactiIW/Staff Code Sheets to Summary Sheets 3 and 4.

II

Step 1 Obtain pencils and blank sheets of paper. Also, obtain an adding machine or a calculator,
if possible. Make sure you have Table 57; Summary Sheets .3 and 4; filled -out'Faculty /
Staff Code Sheets; Example Table 57; Example Summary Sheets 3 and 4; and the Example
Faculty /Staff Code Sheet.

Step 2 iTransfer the counts for item 1 on all the Faculty/Staff Code Sheets to Summary Sheet 4.

A. Add together the numbers in the Sum of Ranks row for each column I on all code
sheets. (There are a possible two numbers to add on each Faculty/Staff code sheet.)
Write that sum on Summary Sheet 4, column Sum of Ranks under Area I, Faculty
raw. (40n Example Summary Sheet 4, 8 is recorded in the Sum of Ranks column
under area I, Faculty/Staff row because 8 is the number appearing in the column I,
Sum of Ranks row on the Example Faculty/Staff Code Sheet. If we had had more
than one Sum of Ranks number for column I recorded on the Example Faculty/
Stafff Code Sheet, or if we had more than one Example Faculty(Staff Code Sheet,
wevould hate added the numbers in the Sum of Ranks rpw for every filled-in
column I across all code sheets and recorded the sum on Example Summary Sheet
4, Sum *Ranks column under area I, Faculty/Staff row.)

B. Add the nultibers in the Number of Respondents row for each column I on all code
sheets. (There are a possible two numbers to add on each Faculty/Staff Code Sheet.)
Write that sum on Summary Sheet 4, Number of Respondents column under area I,
Faculty/Staff row. (On Example Summary Sheet 4, 4 is recorded in the Number of
Respondents column under area I-, Faculty/Staff row because 4 is the number appear-
ing in column I, Number of respondents row of the Example Faculty/Staff Code
Sheet. Vf we had had more than one number recorded in the column I, Number of
Respondents row, or if we had more than one Example Faculty/Staff Code Sheet;
we would have added the numbers across all code sheets and recorded the sum on

Example Summary Sheet 4.)

C. Repeat.substeps A and B for columns II through V on the Faculty/Staff Code Sheets.

Step 3 Check the sums transferred from the Faculty/Staff/Code Sheets to Summary Sheet 4 and
correct any errors made.

NOTE: You have now capleted transferring sums from the Faculty/Staff Code '-
Sheets to Summary Sheet 4.
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Step 4 For item 2, transfer the counts on the Faculty/Staff Code Sheds to Summary Sheet 3.

A. Add together the numbers in the total row for l's for ach General Need crolumn on
all Faculty/Staff Code Sheets. (There are a possible tio.numbers to add on each
Faculty/Staff.Code-Sheet.) Write that sum on Summary Sheet 3, Facultyktaffitem
2, Responded Yes colUtnn, Faculty/Staff Total row. "(On Example Summary Sheet
3, 4 a recorded in the Faculty /Staff Total row, under the Responded Yes column
because 4 is the number appearing in the total row for I's under the General Need
column on the Example FacUlty/Staff Code Sheet. If we, had had more than one
number recorded in the total row for l's under the General Need column on one
code sheet, or if we had more thin one code sheet, we would have added these num-
bers and trapsferrec)'the sum totxample Summary Sheet 3, Faculty/Staff item 2,
Responded Yes column, Faculty/Staff Total row.

B. Repeat Substep A for adding the numbers in,the total row for Blanks of the General
Need -column on all the Faculty/Staff Code Sheets. Write the sum on Summary Sheet
3, Faculty/Staff item 2, Blanks column, Faculty/Staff Total row. (See also the
Example Faculty/Staff Code Sheet and Example Summary Sheet 3,)

itt v

C. Look at Table 57. Transfer the number of faculty/staff who completed the question-
narie (already recorded on Table 57) to Summary Sheet 3,4aculty/Staff item 2,
Total Number of Individuals Completing Questionnaire column, Faculty/Staff Total
row.

Step 5 Check the sums transferred for item 2 and correct any errors made.

NOTE: You have now completed transferring sums on Faculty/Staff Code Sheets
to Summary Sheets 3 and 4.

Step' 6 Return all materials to your tabulation superyisor.

Step 7 Each tabulation superlsor should spot-check the work done by those he/she supervises
and ask them to correct any errors found:

Step 8 At the direction of the CPSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help transfer
sums from Parent Code Sheets or (if that has already been done) follow the procedures
outlined in Procedural Section M.

r
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PROCEDURAL SECTION L

Transferring the Sums from Parent Code Sheets
to Summary Sheers 3 and 4

NOTE: This section outlines the procedural steps for transferring the sums on Parent
Code Sheets to Sunimary Sheets 3 and 4. These procedures are exactly the
same'as the procedures for transferring the sums from Facility /Staff Code/- Sheets to Summary Sheets 3arid 4.

Step 1 Obtain pencils and blank sheets of paper. Also, obtain an adding machine or a calculator,
if possible. Make sure you have Table 57; Summary Sheets 3 and 4; filled-out Parent Code
Sheets; Example Table 57; Example Summary Sheets 3 and 4; and the Example Parent
Code Sheet.

Step 2 Transfer the counts for item 1 on the Parent Code Sheets to Summary Sheet 4.

A. Add together he-mtmbers in the Sum of Ranks row for each column I on all code
sheets. (There are a possible two nuizbers to add on each Parent Code Sheet.)
Write that sum on Summary Sheet 4,Zb,..an Sum of Ranks under area I, Parent
row. (On Example Summary Sheet 4, 10 iatcortled in the Sum of Ranks collImn
under area I, Parent row because 10 is the number appearing in colUmn I, Sum of
Ranks row on the Example Parent Code Sheet. If we had had more than one Sum
of Ranks number for column I recorded on-the Example Parent code' Sheet, or if
we had more than one )example Family Code Sheet, we would have added the num-
bers in the Sum orRanks row for every filled-in column I acrosall code sheets and
recorded the sum on Example Summary Sheet 4, Sum of Ranks column under area
I, Parent row.)

B. Add the numbers in the Number of Respondents row for each column I on all code
sheets. (There are a possible two numbers to add on each Parent Code Sheet.)
Write that sum on SumMary Sheet 4, Number of Respondents column under area I,
Parent row. (On Example Summary Sheet 4, 4 is recorded in the Number of Re-,
spondents column under area I, Parent row because 4 is the number appearing in
colut 1, Number of Respondents row of the Example Parent Code Sheet. If we
had d more than one number recorded in the column I, Number of Respondents
row, br if we had-more than one Example Parent Code Sheet, we would have added
the numbers across all code sheets and recorded the sum on Example Summary
Sheet 4.)

. C. Repeat Substeps A and B for columns II through V on the Parent Code Sheets.

.Step 3 Check the sums transferred from the Parent Code Sheets to Summary Sheet 4 and correct
any errors made.

NOTE: You have now completed transferring sums from the Parent Code Sheets
to Summary Sheet 4.
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Step 4 For item 2, transfer the counts on the Parent Code Sheets to Summary Sheet 3.

A. Add tog er the numbers in the total row for l's for each General Need column on
all Pare Code Sh . (There are a possible two numbers to add on each Parent
Code S t.) e that sum on Summary Sheet 3, 'Parent item 2, Responded Yes
column, are Total row. (On Example Summary Sheet 3, 4 is recorded A. the
Parent T row, under the Responded Yet column because 4 is the numrer ap-

jraring the total row for l's under the General Need column on the Example
arent Code Sheet. If we had had more than one number recorded in the total row

for l's under the General Need column, or if we had more than one code sheet, we
would have added these numbers and transferred the sum to Example Summary
Sheet 3, Parent item 2, Responded Yes column, Parent Total row.

B. Repeat Substep A for adding the numbers in the total row for Blanks of the General
Need column on all the Parent Code Sheets. Write the sum on Summary Sheet 3,
Parent item 2, Blanks column, Parent Total row, (See also the Example Parent Code
Sheet and Example Summary Sheet 3.)

C. Look at Table 57. Transfer the number of parents who completed the questionnaire
(already recorded on Table 57) to Summary Sheet 3, Parent iem 2, Total Number of
Individuals Completing Questionnaire column, Parent Total 'row.

Stert.5 Checjpthe sums transferred for item 2 and correct any errors made.

NOTE: You have now completed transferring sums on Parent Code Sheets to
Summary Sheets 3 and 4.

Step 6 Return all-materials to your . abulation supervisor.

Step 7 Each tabulation supervisor should spot-check the work done4by those he/she supervises
and ask them to correct any errors found.

Step 8 At the direction of the CPSS coordinator and the tabulation supervisors, help with other
tabulation tasks outlined in the remaining procedural sections.
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PROCEDURAL SECTION M

Totaling Summary Sheets

NOTE: This section outlines the procedural steps for totaling the sums on all four .
Summary Sheets to get the overall totals of responses from students, graduates,
faculty/staff, and parents to each survey item.

c
Step k Obtain an adding machine or (better yet) a calculator. If you do not have Oese machines,

obtain blank sheets of paper and pencils for your computations.

Step 2 Receive filled-out Summary Sheets 1, 2, 3, and 4 and the examples of trese sheets.

NOTE:* As you read through the instructions that follow, please have Eiample Summary
Sheets 1, 2, 3, and 4 in front of you. It is important that you go through the
example after each instruction.

Step 3 Complete column 1 on Summary Sheet 1. (You will be adding down, not across, for
Substeps A-D.)

rA

/6

A. Add the numbers in the No row for each grade and put their sum in the No row of
All Grades at the bottom of column 1. (There are four possible numbers to add on

beet 1.) (On Example Summary Sheet 1, the numbers in the No row of
each grade nder column 1 were added [-2+4+3+3] to get 12. So 12 was written in

i

the All Grades No row of column 1.)

B. Add the numbers in the Yes Plus No row for each grade and put their sum in the
Yes Plus No row of All Grades at the bottom of column 1. (There are a possible
four numbers to add on Summary Sheet 1.) (On Example Summary Sheet 1, the
numbers in the Yes Plus No row for each grade under column 1 were added [5+5+5+5
to ge So 20 was written in the All Grades Yes Plus No row of column 1.)

C. Add numbers in the Blanks row for each grade and put the sum in the Blanks -

row of Grades at the bottom of column 1. (There are four possible numbers to
add on Summary Sheet 1.) (On Example Summary Sheet 1, the numbers in the
Blanks row for eachtrurIP under column 1 were added [0+0-+0+0] to get 0. So 0
was written in the All Grades Blanks row of column 1.)

D. Add the numbers in the Blanks row and the Yes Plus No row of All Grades in column
1 and write the sum in the Yes Plus No Plus Blanks row of All Grades in column 1.
(There are only two numbers to be added on Summary Sheet 1.) (On Example Sum-
mary Sheet 1, the numbers in the Blanks row and the Yes Plus No row of All Grades,
column 1 were added to get 20. So 20 was written in the Yes Plus No Plus
Blanks row of All Grades in column 1.)
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Step 4 Repeat Step 3 for columns 2-20 on Summary Sheet 1.

Step 5 For Area I totals at the bottom of Summary Sheet 1, complete the All Grades section for
columns 1-6 on Summary Sh7t 1. (You will be adding across, not down, for Substeps
A and B.)

A. Add together the numbers in the No row, All Grades of columns 1-6. Write the sum
in the 'upper box labeled Area I Total for that roil on SummarY Sheet 1. (On Example
Summary Sheet 1, the number filled in is'66 because the numbers in the All Grades No
row were 12+13+10+9+11+11=66.) '

B. Add together the numbers in the Yes Plus No row, All Grades of columns 1-6. Put
the sum in the lower box labeled Area I Total for that row. (Op Example Summary
Sheet 1, the number filled in is 108 because the numbers in the All Grades Yes Plus
No row were 20+17+15+17+19+20=108.)

Step 6 Repeat Step 5 for columns 7-10, 11-14, 15-17, and 18-20 to compute Area II Total, Area
III Total, Area IV Total, and Area V Total.

NOTE: When you have completed Steps 3-6, Summary Sheet 1 has been totaled.
0.-

Step 7 For Summary Sheet 2, add the sums for each item (columns (You will be adding down,
not across.)

Step 8

A. Add together the numbers in the Blank row and the Yes Plus No row in column 1
and write the sum in the Yes Plus No ,Plus Blank row of column 1. (On Example
Summary Sheet 2, the numbers in the Yes Plus No and the Blank row of column 1
[4+0]were added. That number, 4, was written in the Yes Plus No Plus Blank row
of column 1.)

B. , Repeat Substep A for columns 2-20 on Summary Sheet 2.

On Summary Sheet 3, Student item 22: Future Plans, add together the numbers in the
rows for grades nine, ten, eleven, and twelve of -column a (Work full-time). (You will be
adding down) Puiithe sum in the All Grades Total row of column a (Work full-time).
(On Example'Summary Sheet 3, the numbers 1+2+1+1 were added. The sum [ 5] is written
in the All Grades Total row of column a [Work full-time].)

''. Step 9 Repeat Step 8 for columns b through f, the Blanks column, and the Total Number of
Students Completing Questionnaire column of Student item 22: Future Plans on Su
mary Sheet 3.

,.. 0
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Step 10 For the grade nine row, subtract the number in the Blanirr column from the number in
the Total Number of Individuals Completing Questionnaire column. Write-the result in
the "Total Minus Blanks" coluttn, grade nine row of Summary Sheet 3. (On Example
Summary Sheet 3, the number [1 ].in the Blanks column of the grade nine row is sub-
tracted from the number [5] in the,Total Number of Individuals Completing Question-
naire column of the grade nine row, to get the number [4] to be put in the Total Minus
Blanks column of that grade.

,

Step 11 Repeat Step 10 for the other grade rows and the All Grades row on SUmmary Sheet 3.

Step 12 Repeat Steps 8-10 for each grade row and the All Gratles row of Student item 21:
General Need on Summary Sheet 3.

Step t3 Repeat Step 10 for the Faculty/Staff Total row and the Parent Total row on Summary
Sheet 3.

Step 14 Repeat Step 10 for the Graduate Total row, Graduate item 24' and Graduate item 23 at
the bottom of Summary Sheet 3.

.--

NOTE: hen you have completed Steps 8-14, you have completed totaling Summary
t 3. You don't have to total Summary Sheet 4.

.

Step 15 Check the accuracy of your computations and correct any errors made.

Step 16 Return all materials to your tabulation supervisor.

Step 17 Each tabulation supervisor should spot-check the work done by those he/she supervises
and ask them to correct any errors found. .

Step 18 At the direction of the CPSS coordinatdr and the tabulation supervisors, help with other
tabulation tasks outlined in the remaining procedural\sections.
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RO DURAL SECTION N

; Computing Percent s and Aierage,Ranki
and Transferrin em to Nine Tables

4

IP

NOTE: This section outlines the procedural steps for computing percentages and
average ranks of data collected from students, graduates, parents, and faculty/
staff and transferring them to Tables 40-46, 48, and 49.

Step 1 Receive Tables 40-46, 48, and 49; Summary Sheets 1, 2, 3, and 4; Example Tables 40,-41,
46, 48, and 49; and Example Summary S4ipets 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Stip 2 On Summary Sheet 1, column 1, grade nine, divide the number in rpw No by the number
in row Yes Plus No. Convert that result to a percentage, and write that percentage in the
row for item 1, grade nine column of Table 41. (In the example, 2 divided by 5 is .40,
which is 40 percent. That percentage is written in the row foriteit 1, grade nine of
Table 41.)

A. In dividing, carry out the division to three decimal places and then round off to two
places. (Round off upward .005 and anything greater.)

B. For example, 55 divided by 88 giver .625. Since .005 and anything greater is rounded
upward, the answer is .63. To make .63 a percentage, simply move the decimal point.
two places to the right and add a percent sign (%). Therefore, .63 equals 63 percent.

-NOTE: Refer to Example Summa\y Sheet 1 and Example Table 41 for Steps 3 and 4.

Step 3 Repeat Step 2 for column 1, grades ten-twelve and the section marked All Grades on
Summary Sheet 1.

Step 4 Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for columns 2-6 of Summary Sleet 1.

Step 5 On Summary Sheet 1, column 1, divide the number in row Blank of the All Gra441; 'section
by the number in row Yes Plus No Plus Blank of the All Grades section. Conveili that
result to a percentageland write that percentage in tte-item-l-row-,-Percentagepf Nen-
respondents column of Table 41. (In the example, 0 divided by 20 equals 0 percent.

That percentage is wren in the item 1 row, right-most column of Table 41,)

Step 6 -Repeat Step 5 for columns 2-6, All Grades section of Sum nary Sheet 1. Refer to Example
Summary Sheet 1 and,Example Table 41.

.10
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NOTE:' You have nov., ,completed Table 41.

Steli

et

. .,'
Handle thelest orthe columns on Summary Sheet 1 it the same manner you did column
Fin Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 but do not put the percentages on Table 41. Write them, instead,
on other tables as follows:

% II

e
AA 'Write percentages from colUmns 7-10 on Table t42.

8. Write per from corumns 11-14 ork Table 43. it
%, -

1

------- ,,
, .

C. Write- .percentages from columns 15-17 on Table li.

. D. Write percentages 'frocolumns 18-20 on Tahle 45.44 .

NOTE: Yoti.have now completed

a.

Stet'

s 42-45.

4

On Summary Sheet 1, divide the numberin the box labeled-Area I Totals of row No6f the
All Grades section by the number in'the box rked-Area I Totals of row Yes Plus No
of the All Grades section.' Convert the result t a percentage and write that percentage
in the t row of the Students column on Tabl '40. (I he example, 66 divided by 108
equals .6 which is 61 percent. That percent e is wi,en it the first row,ttudents
column of Exa ple Table 40.)

Step 9' Repeat Step 8 or Area II totals, buRpt the result'
the Students c umn pn Table 40.

percentage in the second row of.
Step 10 Itorfeal Step 8 for Area III totals, but 'put the resulting percentage in the third

Students column on, Table 40:

IIP
Step 11 -Repeat Step 8 for Area IV-totals, but put the resulting percentages in the fourth row iaf

row of the

the Students coluntron Table 40.

Step 12 .Repeat Step 8 for Area V totals;but put the resulting percentage in the fifth.joy, of the
Students column on Table 40. Put aside Table 40 foi now and start working afi Table 49

0

.

wi

,5

NOTE: You are now finished with Summary Sheet 1..
it N.

4 ..
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Step 13 On Summary Sheet 2, column`l, divide the number in. rowitlo by the number in row Yes
Plus No. Convert that number to a percentage, and write it in the row fOr item 1, Peicen- -

tage of Graduates Not Receiving Adequate Assistance of Table 41._!(On Exatripte,Sun'imary
Sheet 2,1 divided by 40 .25, which is 25 perceqe. rghat percentage is written in the item ,
1 row, Percentage of Giltduates Not Receiving Adequate Assistance of Table 49.). in dividz, .

ing, carry out the division to three decimal places and then round off to tom places.
(Round off upward .005 and anything greater.) 4 1

. .

k a Step 14 On Summary Sheet 2, column 1, divide the number the row Blank by the number in
4 Vb the row Yes Plus No Plus Blank. Convert that numb to a percentage, and write it in

. the row for item 1, Percentage of Non-Respondents mn of Table 49. (On Exam a

Summary Sheet 2;9 divided by 4 is 0, which is 0 percent: That percentage is written i,
the item 1 row, Percentage. of Non-Respondents column of Table 49.)

AP'

ti

Step 15 Repeat Steps 13 and 14 for columns 2-20 on Summary Sheet 2.

1
sr.

NOT_ E': You are now finished Working with Summary Sheet-2 and Table 58. You
are now ready to complete Table 46.

N:

. Step 16 On Summary Sheet 3, divide the number in ti*liade nine row of the' 22a (Ark (full- 4,
time) column by tte number in the Total Minus Blanks column of that same row. --on-
vert the result to a percentage and write thaerceptage in the Work full-time row, grade ,

. nine column on Table 46! In the example, 1 is divided by,4, which is ,25, or 25 percent.
That percentage is entered in Example Table 46. A4 Step 17 -Repeat Step 155for columns 22b-22f, making sure that you write eaUegulting pwcen-\ - tage in the row on Table 46 designateg below. -

.

Step 18

A. Write the percentage for 22b in the Work Part-time row. *
,

B. Write the percentage for 22c in the Attend One-to-Three-Year Occupational Prepara-
tion.Prograrn-row. ',. .

C. Write the percentage for 22d in the Attend Baccaltureate Program row.

.D. Write the percentage for 22e in the Students Who Did Not Know or Graduates row.

E. Write the percentage for 22f in the Other row.

Rpeat Steps 15 and 16 for grades ten - twelve and the All Grade Total row on Summary'
Sheet 3.

r
srStep 19 On Summary Sheet 3, Student questionnaire item 22, divide the number in the Blanks

cditunn, All Grades Total row by the numi5er in the Total column, All Grades Total row.
Convert the result to a percentage and Write the percentage in the Percent of Stu nts
Who Did Not Respond spacen Table 46. (In the example, 2 divided by .10, or
10 percent. That percetttage tten in the space called Percent ofIndiviauals W bide
Not Respond on Example TablY46.)

. .
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Step 20 Repeat 4ep 18 to compute the peicentage of graduates under Concurrent Activities on
Summary Sheet 3 who did not respond. Write that percentage -in the Percent of Individuals
Who Did Not Respond spaces on Table 46. .

7kr
Step 210 On Summary Sheet 3, divide the number in Graduate Total row for column 21b (Not

Working apd Not Going to School) by the number in the Total Minus Blan Its column of 04,,
thatsame row. Convert the result to a percentage and write that percentage in the
dents Who Did Not Kficrw or draduitei . row, Graduatg column (last column) of
Table 46. In the example, 0 is divided by 4, which is 0 or 0 percent. That percentage is
entered On Example Table 46.

Step-22 Repeal Step 19 fotcolumns 21d, I2 6, 21c, 21d, (not 21e), and 21f,S.naking sure that you
write each resulting percentage in the row on Table 46 designated below.

A' Vrite the percentage for 21a in the Work Full-Time row.

B. Write the percentage for 21b in the Work Part-Time row.

C. Write the percentage for 21c in the Attend One-to-Three-Year Occupational Prepara-
tion Program row.

, .
D. Write the percentage for 21d in the Attend Baccalaureate Program row:

E. Write the perctntage for 221 in the Other row.

'NOTE:'-----You have now completed Table 46.
44
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Step 23 To complete Table 48, compute percentagelf or responses collected an item 21 of the
Student Questionnaire, item 23 of the Graduate Questionnaire, and item 2 of the Parent
and Faculty/Staff Questionnaire.

A. For Student Questionnaire item 21 (General Need) on Summary Sheet 3, divide the
number in the grade nine row' under the column Yes by the number in the Total
Mintti Blanks column of that same row-; Convert the result to a percentage and write
that percenine.iri the firstrow, Grade nine column of Table 48. (In the example, 4
divided byS is .8, which is 80 percent. That percentage is written in the first row
under the Grade nine col9mn-of Example Tabl 48.) In dividing,,carry out the division

= to three decimal places and then round off to two places. (Round off upward .005 and
anything greater.)

B. Apeat 9bbstep- A for,Grades ten-twelve, and the All Grade Total row.

C. Repeat Substep A for the General Need section, Facility/Staff Total row on Summary
Y.

Sheet 3.

D. Repeat Substep A for the General Need section, Parent Total row on Summary Sheet
3.

E. -1POr graduate item 22 (General Need) on Summary Sleet 3, divide the number in the
Graduate Total row, Responded No column by the number in the Total Minus Blanks
column of that same row at the bottom of Summary Sheet 3. Convert the result to \-

a percentage and write that percentage in the first row, Graduate column of Table 48 \.
(On the Example Summary Sheet 3,1 divid by 4 is .25, which is 25 percent. That
percentageis written in the first row Graduat

l
column of Example Table 48.

F. For Student Questionnaire item 1 General Need on Summary Sheet 3, divide the
number in the Grade nine row der column Blanks by the'number in the Total Num-
ber^of Students Completing uestionnaires column of that same row. Convert the
result to a percentage and write that percentage in the second row (Percentagof Non-
Respondents) under the Grade nine column of Table 48.

G. Repeat Substopfoyrow Grades ten-twelve, All Grade Total, Graduate Total, Parent
Total, and Faculty/gaff Total to compute the percentages of.noniresporidents for
these groups.

NOTE: You have now completed Table 48 and you are now finished with Sifinmary.
-Sheet 3.

I
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Step 24 To complete Table 40 by computing average ranks assigned to each area based on Graduate,
Parent, and Faculty/Staff datalecorded on Summary Sheet 4. ...

- :

A. To complete Graduates (Average Rank) column of Table 40, divide the number in-
Area I, Sum of Ranks column for Graduate row of Summary Sheet &by the number
in the Area I, Nu Mber of Respondents column of that same row. Then write the re-
sult in tlie-Graduate (Average Rank) column of the Area 1 rcnK op Table 40. (In fhb

* example, 10 divided by 4 is 2.5. Therefore, 2.5 is recorded.in the Graduates (Average
Rank) column of the Area I row of Table 40.)

... .

13. Repeat Sulistep A to compute average ranks for Area II through.Area V in the
Graduates row of Summary Sheet Cand transfer those numbers to their correspond-
ing cowsand columns on.Table 40.

4---- . ..
C. Repeat Substeps A and II to compute average ranks for Area I through Area V of thap

Faculty/Staff row and the Parents row of Summary Sheet 4. Transfer those numbers
to their corresponding rows and columns on Table 40.

____ NOTE: Ydu have now finished with Summary Sheet 4.

`NOTE: You have now completed Tables 40- 46-and Tables 48 and 49.

Step 25 Return all materials to yourtabulation supervisor.

Step 26 Each Data Tabulation supervisor should spot-check the work done by those he/she super-
....vises and ask them to correct any errors.

Step 27 -At the direction of the CFSS coordinator and/or the tabulation supervisors, help with those
tabulation tasks that'remain to be done.

4
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PROCEDURAL SECTION '0

Recording All Fill-in Statements and
COmmentirr Including Completing Table 47

Step 1 Receive Student Questionnaires, Graduate Questionnaires, Parent QuestionnairT, Faculty/
Staff Questionnaires, and Table 47 from your tabulation supervisor or CPSS coordinator.

Step 2 Separate Student Questionnaires by eade level.

NOTE: What you will be looking at on the questionnaires will be (1) the filled-in
answers to item 22f, (2) the filled-in answers to item 23, and (3) comments
made,in item 24.

Step 3 For the filled-in answer to item 22f, prepare a sheet with the heading:

Other Plans Specified by Students- an

(Response to Student Questionnaire Item 21f, Other)

- Giade 9 10 11 12

Step 4 Type or print in clear, capital letters in the grade nine colu he-answers to item 22f the
grade nine students wrote on their questionnaires. If a student did not answer 22f, just
skip his/her questionnaire. Make extra sheets wit, the same heading if-you-need them.

NOTE: If the responses can be grouped in a reasonable way, pleas. do s'.ocatise you
- would then have a more easily usable list of future plans and the number of
students in each grade that checked each plan°.

Step 5 Repeat Step 4 for each grade level. Give all of the sheets you have fflied out to your ta,btt-
2lation supervisor.

Step 6 For item 23, first check-to see that the CPSS coordinator has filled in the sparie labeled
Number of Students Receiving Questionnaire near the bottom of Table 47. If that space
is not filled in, ask the CPSS 000rdinatol to fill it in now. #

Step 7 Since you will be transferring to Table 47 the bctirpations students listed in item 23 of
the questionnaire, ask your tabulation supervisor what is the best way to group those jobs.
(For example, practical nurse, registered nurse, nurse's aid, and licerised nurse may all be
grouped under "nurse. ") If your state has a career chister model, your tabualtion super-
visor may ask you to use the clustering in that model as your categories.
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Step 8 Type or print in clear, capital letters on Table 47 the jobs students in grade nine listed for
item 23 and the number of students who checked each job. You may need more thki one
copy of the table. , /

. . . .

Step 9 Total the number of students whose responses are on each copy of the table. Write those
totals in the Total Number of Students spaces for grade nine on each copy of the table. r

Step10 Repeat Steps 7, 8, and 9 for each grade level in your school.

Step,11 When you have completed the table for each grade, add all numbers in the spaces labeled
Totoal Number of Students across all grade levels. Subtract that total from the number in
thI space labeled Number of Students Receiving Questionnaire. Then divide the result
by the number in the spacelabeled Number of Students Receiving Questionnaire. Convert.
the result of your division to a percentage and write that percentage at the bdiom of
Tabfe 47 in the space marked Percentage of Students Who Did Not Respond.

NOTE: You have now completed recording all filled-in statements for Student
Questionnaires and are finished with Table 47.

Step 12 To record all filled-in statements for Graduate Questionnaires, prepare a sheet with the
heading:

Other Activities Specified by Graduates4a"
(Response to Graduate Questionnaire Item 21f, Other)

Step 1 You will be looking at itei 21f on each Graduate Questionnaire. On the sheet ibu just
prepared, type or print in clear, capital letters the graduates' responses to that item. If a
graduate did not respond, do not write anything. Prepare as many sheets with the above
heading as you need.

Step 14 To record comments (responses to item 24) from Student Questionnaires, separate each
grade level stack into two piles: one for questionnaires with comments and one for ques-
tionnaires without comments. Label the stacks "Comments" and "No Comments."

Step 15 For recording glade nine comments on Student Questionnaires, prepare a sheet with the
heading:

Comments Provided by Students
Regarding Student Questionnaire

Grade Nine

Step 16 Type or print in clear letters the comments in Student Questionnaire item 24 provided by
the grade nine-students. Make extresheets with the same heading if you need them.

NOM If the comments can be grouped in a reasonable way, please do so. You would
then have a more easily usable list of comments.

If



Step 17 Repeat Steps 15and 16 to record comments to item 24 for grades ten, eleven, and twelve.

NOTE: You h now completed recording all comments in Student Questionnaire
it 4.

Step 18 Separate,Graduate Questionnaires into two stacks: one tor questionnaires with comments
written in item 22 and another for questionnaires without comments for item 2?.

Step 19 Repeat Steps 15 and 16 to type or print the comments provided by graduates.

i # C.

,
.

NOTE: You have now completed recording all comments in Graduate Questionnaire
item 22. . s ,Ot

Step 20 Separate Parent Questionnaires into two s tacks: one for questionnairesmith comments in
item 3 and one for questionnitires without comments in item 3.

Step 21 Repeat Steps 15 and ltto type orprint the comments provided by parents.

Step 22 -Separate and record comments!or Faculty/Staff Questionnaires the same way you did
Parent Questionnaires in Steps 20 and 21.

NOTE: You have now completed recording all comments on Parent* Questionnaires and
Faculty/Staff Questionnaires.

,

Step 23 Give all materials to your tabulation supervisor.

Step 24 Each supervisor should spot-check the work done by thoghe/she supervises and ask them
to correct any errors.

r
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